An Iranian Viewpoint on the Battle for
Syria
A new feature from Iran gives a totally different perspective of the war raging
in Syria than Western audiences are used to, explains Rick Sterling.
By Rick Sterling

Special to Consortium News

West against East on the Syrian battle-field, in the newspapers
and now on film: A new, full-length action movie, titled “Damascus
Time,” gives an Iranian perspective on the battle against ISIS in
Syria.

The movie comes from Iranian screenwriter and film director Ebrahim Hatamikia.
Two award-winning Iranian actors, Hadi Hejazifar and Babak Hamidian, play father
and son pilots trying to rescue civilians besieged and attacked by ISIS forces
in eastern Syria. The pilots have come to help the townspeople escape in an
aging Ilyushin cargo plane.
Syrian and Iraqi actors play Syrian civilians and ISIS terrorists hell bent on
blowing up the plane or using it on a suicide mission against Damascus.
The movie portrays sensational scenes from real ISIS atrocities with a backdrop
showing the Syrian desert and famous ruins of Palmyra. The city where civilians
are surrounded and besieged is similar to the Syrian city of Deir ez-Zor, which
was surrounded and attacked by ISIS for years. During that time, the townspeople
and soldiers depended on air-dropped food and ammunition to hold off the
attackers, as shown in the movie.
“Damascus Time”’s starkly sensational scenes are drawn from real ISIS
atrocities. The jihadists display a human side, but they are wrapped in
sectarianism, hate and violence.
Life’s complexities are demonstrated in the younger of the two Iranian pilots
who has left his pregnant wife to be with his father. The mother-in-law of the
young pilot bitterly criticizes him for leaving his wife. He tells her it will
be his last trip.
While the story is fiction, what it portrays is all too real: Hundreds of
thousands of real Syrians and Iraqis have been killed by the unleashing of the
ISIS Frankenstein. Ironically, American leaders criticize Iran for being the
“leading state sponsor of terrorism.” But in the Syrian war, Iran has been
combatting it. Iran is more tolerant than most Westerners think too, as indeed

Islam is. How many know for instance that Jews are represented in the Iranian
parliament?
Western-backed Extremism
In reality, the U.S. and UK have allied for decades with extremists for shortterm political gain. As documented in “Devil’s Game: How the U.S. Helped Unleash
Fundamentalist Islam,”by Robert Dreyfuss, Britain and the U.S. promoted a
violent and sectarian wing of the Muslim Brotherhood to undermine the
nationalist and socialist policies of Gamal Abdel Nasser in Egypt. Starting in
1979, the U.S. and Saudi Arabia promoted the founders of what became Al Qaeda to
attack the socialist-leaning government of Afghanistan.
This policy has continued to the present. In the summer of 2012, the U.S.
Defense Intelligence Agency outlined their strategy in a secret document :
“THERE IS THE POSSIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING A DECLARED OR UNDECLARED SALAFIST
PRINCIPALITY IN EASTERN SYRIA (HASAKA AND DER ZOR).”The U.S. looked favorably on
what the document predicts will be the creation of the “Islamic State”: “THIS IS
EXACTLY WHAT THE SUPPORTING POWERS TO THE OPPOSITION WANT, IN ORDER TO ISOLATE
THE SYRIAN REGIME…”.
Then, in a leaked audio conversation with Syrian opposition figures in September
2016, then Secretary of State John Kerry said the U.S., rather than seriously
fight Islamic State in Syria, was ready to use the growing strength of the
jihadists to pressure Assad to resign, just as outlined in the DIA document.
“We know that this was growing, we were watching, we saw that Daesh [a derisive
name for Islamic State] was growing in strength, and we thought Assad was
threatened,” Kerry said. “We thought however we could probably manage that Assad
might then negotiate, but instead of negotiating he got Putin to support him.”
Russia began its military intervention in late September 2015 without the United
States, with the Kremlin’s motives made abundantly clear by Vladimir Putin and
other Russian officials. But such clear explanations are rarely reported clearly
by Western corporate media, which instead peddles the line from officials and
think tanks that Russia is trying to recover lost imperial glory in the Middle
East.
But Kerry knew why Russia intervened. “The reason Russia came in is because ISIL
[another acronym for Islamic State] was getting stronger, Daesh was threatening
the possibility of going to Damascus, and that’s why Russia came in because they
didn’t want a Daesh government and they supported Assad,” he said in the leaked
discussion. Kerry’s comment suggests that the U.S. was willing to risk Islamic
State and its jihadist allies gaining power in order to oust Assad.

The Biggest Sponsors
The true “state sponsor of terrorism” is not Iran; it is the West and their
allies. Since Iran has been fighting ISIS and other extremists in Syria, it is
appropriate that the first feature length movie depicting that battle against
terrorism and ISIS comes from Iran.
Hundreds of Iranians have given their lives alongside their Syrian and Iraqi
comrades. “Damascus Time” is not the product of Hollywood fantasy; it’s the
product of actual human drama and conflict occurring in the Middle East today.
“Damascus Time” is fictional but based on a real conflict with actual blood,
atrocities, tragedies and martyrs.
The movie is currently being shown at cinemas throughout Iran. In recent weeks
it was the second highest ranking movie. A trailer of the film can be
viewed here. It should be available for viewing in the West in the near future,
unless western sanctions and censorship are extended to culture.
Rick Sterling is an investigative journalist based in the San Francisco Bay
Area.
He can be contacted at rsterling1@gmail.com

A Tale of Two Tortures
How the Americans and the British “tortured some folks” and got away with it, as
Annie Machon explains.
By Annie Machon Special to Consortium News
in Brussels
It was with some disbelief that I read of two torture-related
stories emerging around the same time last week. The first was
about the legal victory of Abdul Hakim Belhaj, Libyan dissident,
kidnap victim of MI6 and the CIA, and torture victim of Colonel
Gaddafi. UK governmental apologies were finally made and
reparation paid. For once justice was seen to be done and the use
of torture condemned.
Meanwhile, across the pond last week the reverse side of the same coin was on
full disgusting display. Our American chums are in the process of attempting to
appoint an alleged notorious torturer as the head of the CIA.

While nominee Gina Haspel had soft-ball questions lobbed at her by a tame pack
of senators at her confirmation hearing, retired CIA senior analyst, former
presidential briefer, and now justice activist, Ray McGovern, stood up and said
what the Senators knew, but would not say: namely that she supervised —
directly, on site — the waterboarding of Al Nashiri, who had been kidnapped and
brought to the first secret CIA prison abroad (in Thailand) for “interrogation.”
McGovern was dragged out by four burly police, thrown to the ground, and injured
when additional police piled on. Here is a link to the video of this assault.
By juxtaposing these two incidents I am not trying to make the point that the UK
is morally better than the USA when it comes to torture over the last 17 years –
manifestly it has not been – but certainly in the time I served in MI5 in the
1990s the use of torture was verboten. Partly for ethical reasons, but mainly
because the British Deep State had learned to its cost how counter-productive
the use of torture and illegal imprisonment could be during the early stages of
the bitter civil war in Northern Ireland in the 1970s.
A Lesson Forgotten
Unfortunately those hard-won lessons were generational, and that peer group
began to retire in the late 1990s. As a result, come the aftermath of 9/11, when
the USA lurched down a path of harsh military retaliation, illegal war,
kidnapping and torture, the compliant British intelligence agencies followed
helter-skelter down the same path, all in the name of the special intelligence
relationship.
So, back to the Belhaj case. To get to the root of this I shall need to
transport you back to 1995. Although the US-funded Mujahideen in Afghanistan was
by then morphing into al- Qaeda and had just about hit the radar of MI5 as an
emergent, if regional threat, peace seemed to be breaking out all over the
world: the Cold War was officially over, a peaceful resolution to the civil war
in Northern Ireland was in the making, and there even seemed to be some progress
with the running political sore that is Palestine and the Israeli occupation,
with the Oslo Accords of 1993.
However, Libya – at that time a “rogue” nation – was still on the Western
intelligence hit list. This was partly because it was suspected by the UK
government to have been behind the Lockerbie bombing in 1988 and the search for
the perpetrators was a top level priority for MI6 in which it had failed for
years to make any progress, and partly because Gaddafi had largely closed the
huge Libyan oil reserves to Western oil companies.
Worth a Ton to MI6

So when, in 1995, a Libyan military intelligence officer (subsequently codenamed
TUNWORTH) walked into the British embassy in Tunis and asked to speak to the
resident spook, MI6 leapt at the chance to get rid of Gaddafi, solve the
Lockerbie case, and allow Britain and its allies to once again plunder the vast
Libyan oil reserves.
TUNWORTH had a group of “rag-tag Islamist extremists” to carry out this coup
attempt, and wanted support and money from MI6, which was quickly offered. The
attack was illegal under UK law, which required a ministerial sign-off before
such an operation, and then it went wrong, killing innocent people. How much
heinous could it get? Here is the full account of this failed coup attempt.
So how does this fit in with Abdul Hakim Belhaj? Well, it turns out he was the
co-founder of the Libyan Islamic Fighting Group (LIFG), the very organisation
that MI6 had funded for this attack. As a result, he was a wanted man in Libya.
And after Gaddafi’s return to the international fold following his notorious
deal in the desert with then-UK Prime Minister, Tony Blair, in 2004, Belhaj was
the gift from MI6 that sealed the deal.
In 2004 he and his pregnant wife were tracked down and intercepted by MI6 in
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. They were flown to Bangkok in Thailand and held in a CIA
black site, before onward transit to Libya. The flight took 18 hours, and both
Belhaj and his pregnant wife were lashed to the floor of a US military transport
plan for the duration.
Belhaj was subsequently held in the notorious Abu Selim prison for the next six
years where he was repeatedly and hideously tortured. He was finally released
under an amnesty brokered by Gaddafi’s son and heir, Saif al-Islam, in 2010.
That could have been the end of it, except the West made a catastrophic decision
to once again try to depose Colonel Gaddafi in 2011. This time the charge was
led not by the USA but by France and its P\president at the time, Nicolas
Sarkozy, but ably backed up by the ever-reliable UK and USA, in a “humanitarian
intervention” to protect the citizens of Islamist Benghazi – which by the way
was not under direct threat at the time. Another fabricated excuse for a Western
war of aggression.
(As a side note, Sarkozy is currently under investigation for illegally
accepting five million euros from Gaddafi to fund his bid for the French
Presidency in the 2007 election, and in the same year Gaddafi was awarded a full
state visit to France.)
The ‘Deal in the Desert’
This time the West achieved openly and shamelessly, in the gaze of the world’s

media, what they had failed to do shamefully and in secret in 1996: it toppled
Gaddafi, who was caught, brutalised and buggered with a bayonet, murdered, and
his mutilated corpse left on display for days. His son, Saif al-Islam was
captured, tortured and imprisoned. He is now free and re-entering the political
fray in Libya.
In the chaos that followed the overthrow of Gaddafi, Human Rights Watch staff
made it to Libya and found a cache of documents left in the office of notorious
intelligence chief, Musa Kusa, who had fled the country initially to the UK and
then fled on to Qatar.
Amongst these documents was a letter from the MI6 Head of Counter-Terrorism, Sir
Mark Allen, dated from 2004. He had helped facilitate the “deal in the desert”,
and wrote a congratulatory letter to Musa Kusa about being able to help
facilitate the capture of Belhaj, and effectively to see him as a “gift” to the
Libyan regime in 2004, as a gesture of good will.

Here is an excerpt from

Allen’s letter to Musa Kusa, submitted by Belhaj’s lawyers:
“I congratulate you on the safe arrival of [Mr Belhaj]. This was the least we
could do for you and for Libya to demonstrate the remarkable relationship we
have built over recent years…..Amusingly, we got a request from the Americans to
channel requests for information from [Mr Belhaj] through the Americans. I have
no intention of doing any such thing. The intelligence about [Mr Belhaj] was
British… I feel I have the right to deal with you direct on this”.
Because of that good will, the Gaddafi regime fatally trusted its new
relationship with the West; and a man and his pregnant wife suffered, and the
country as a whole continues to suffer immensely from the ensuing civil war that
followed Gaddafi’s assassination..
The court case last week in the UK was a victory for them. Belhaj himself,
despite successive UK governments offering one million pounds to drop the case,
has always stated that he only required £1, plus an acknowledgement and apology
from the UK government about what happened to him. This week he finally received
it.
For her ordeal, his wife accepted half of the amount offered. The three UK key
players – Blair, Foreign Secretary Jack Straw, and MI6 Sir Mark Allen naturally
have yet again not been called to account. Not a blemish to their reputations….
So are we likely to see the same admission of guilt from the instigators of the
US torture programme?
Far from it. Even if Gina Haspel is not confirmed by the full Senate, the fact
she was even considered for the post of heading the CIA is utterly shameless. As

was the disgusting treatment of CIA pensioner and peace protester, Ray McGovern.
Annie Machon is a former intelligence officer in the UK’s MI5 Security Service
(the U.S. counterpart is the FBI).

Consortium News Launches Spring Fund
Drive

Consortium News is launching its Spring Fund Drive so that we can bring you
expanded coverage and analysis of the most pressing international and domestic
issues of the day.
We are setting our spring fundraising goal at $30,000, so we can continue
publishing this independent-minded news site, which produces journalism that
demands real facts from all sides in important public debates while rejecting
Washington’s conventional wisdom.
We are planning expanded coverage, to pay new writers from around the world to
add even more diverse voices to Consortium News. We intend to bring you more
international and domestic U.S. news analysis as well as reporting on labor, the
environment, historical perspectives on the news, and news of women fighting for
their rights, especially in developing nations.
A $135 donation will bring you a boxed set of three outstanding books by Robert
Parry, the late founder and editor of Consortium News. (Due to increased rates
for international shipping an additional postage fee for international orders is
required; Please email info@consortiumnews.com to inquire about international

shipping rates.)

You can support us by credit card online (we accept Visa, Mastercard, American
Express and Discover), by PayPal (our PayPal account is named after our original
email address, “consortnew @ aol.com”), or by mailing a check to Consortium for
Independent Journalism (CIJ); 2200 Wilson Blvd., Suite 102-231; Arlington VA
22201.
We also are registered with PayPal’s Giving Fund under the name Consortium for
Independent Journalism. And, since we are a 501-c-3 non-profit, donations by
American taxpayers may be tax-deductible.
What makes Consortium News special is its commitment to
old-fashioned journalistic principles. We try to be
evenhanded and fair toward everyone regardless of
popularity (or lack thereof) – and we insist on evidence
before serious accusations are made.

We don’t simply run with the media pack. That can annoy some people at times
when they want us to join in supporting a favored political agenda. But that is
not our job. Our job is to objectively evaluate evidence and put it into a
reasonable context, which is why we are often out of step with the mainstream
media.
But that is also why our stories, overwhelmingly, stand the test of time. And
our commitment to honest journalism is our promise to you, our readers. Thank

you for your support.

